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NAZI WAR CR IMES DISCLOSURE ACT

DATE 2003	 2006

. Washington, D. C.
Attention: Mr. Lyman B. rirkpatrick

Assistant Director for
Special Operations

ow:	 john Edgar Hoover - Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation

Subject: NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR LIBERATION
OF SLOYArIA (Arms)
REGISTRATION ACT

Reference is made to the information recently'
made available through liaison channels byC: -13
of your Agency concerningarAjtg_ch_fitelan frajcovic, Chairman
of the captioned organization, which is reportedly a Slovak
emf,re organization and presently registered with the Attorney
General under the Foreign Agen 4-;.R pnitration Act of 1938 as
amended. It was indicated by A.	 Erajcovic had
approached a female employee of an airline with offices in
the National Press Building, Washington, D. C., and offered
her free transportation to and from Munich, Germany, if she
would deliver a package for him to an address in Munich.
It was further indicated that your Agency might possibly be
interested in covering the matter in Germany and request
was made as to whether this Bureau desired to take any action.

While we would appreciate being advised of any
information which may be developed by your Agency in this
regard, we contemplate no action in this matter at this time.

015-rita
Further referendp/ls made to the communication from

this Bureau dated February 27, 1951, captioned as above and
to the communication from this Bureau dated June 28, 1951,
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NAZI WAR CRIMES DISCLOSURE ACT



SECMITY AFFORRATION - CONFIDENTIAL

entitled "The Slovak Liberation Committee, Registration Act,"
both of which contained information concerning Krajcovic
and the NOM Attached for your further information is a
copy of the investigative report of Special Agent Wilb;:r L.
Martindale dated January 32, 1952, at Washington, D. C.,
pertaining to the captioned organization.

Attachment
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NCLS organized 3/16/4q , at New York, moving to	 •

. Washington, D. C.,	 in January iql.	 The founder; who	 .
iz !:lso the most active member and the princtpal
spokesman, is VOJETCH STEPAN KRAJCOVIC. 	 Prior to	 .

. July 1951, PETER A. LURAC was closely associated•with
KRAJCOVIC and was also active in NUS... Both KRAJCOVIC
and LUNA; are re ported to have come to the U. S. from

.:2a6vakia In 1C47.	 They have been. described as
opportunists and homosexuals. . NCLS claims Close	 -

. contact with the Slovakian undergroUnd , and seeks
cooperation of government agencies in return for

they allegedly receive from underground...intelligence
sources.	 In the.sprinA of 1951, Hurst Publications
advanced $25„000 for a plan sponsored by.IMAJCOVIC
and LUF^C . to liberate three bishops from Prison in

, Slovakia.	 The project failed when a government agency
declined to cooperate.	 NCLS has reportedly sponsored
the Slovak news 'Syndicate in New York City. Regis-
tration sta:.ement'filed with ,Attorney . Treneral 1/25/51
states that NCLS represents an underground movement to 	 .
:ve:. :-IIrcw . . the present Communist government in 	 .

•Czechos_Lcvalcia. • .
•	 •

•
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DETAILS:	 AT 1.1!`SHINGTON, D, C. 

ORGANIZATION AND MFYBERSHIP

Information under this heading is summarized from infor-
mation appearing elsewhere in this report.

The National Committee for Liberation of Slovakia
was organzed in New York on March 16, 194C, and in January 1c51,
the headquarters was moved to Washington, L. C., where they occupy
space in the NationL1 Press Building. As will be noted from
information appearing elsewhere in this report, VOJETCH STEFAN
EF.I. JCOVIC was instrumental in founding the organization. He has
held the position of chairman and president and he has
been the most active member and principal spokesman of he

PETER LUKAC, who formerly was closely associated
•with KRAJCOVIC, was active in the Committee until July 1Q51, when
he apparently severed connections with the group and KRAJCOVIC
was reFt-.,red to leadership, LUKAC having replaced FRAJCOVIC as
the leader in April 1951,

JOHN SCTRANK, Editor of Slovak v Amerike, a foreign
language newspaper in New York City, h.E.s! also been active in the
affairs of the NCLS.

Although the complete membership is unknown, the following
persons have reportedly been _connected with ECLS:

. Dr, ANTON GASPARIK, an employee of the National Catholic.
Welfare Council

P:onsignor GOTTSHAL, Chicago, Illinois
JOHF HANAK, New York
Dr. PAUL KAZIMIR, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

• JOHN KMETZ, an official of the United Mine Workers of
America, and a former Assistant Secretary of Labor
of the United States

Dr. KOSIK
Dr. MIKULA
J RH MOLNAR

FAL
PPIN\.41,2

PENHALLOW;(Mr	 ENHALLOW,	 Missa
mApA
V: TESTON, 84 Elm Street, .olliston, Massachusetts,
. and Washington, D. C.

PAUL RtJNIC, New York

-2-
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REGISTRATION WITH THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

The following information has been summarized from
Registration Statement Number 657, which was filed with the Attorney
General on January 25, 1951, in accordance with the provisions
of the Foreign Agents Registration Act.

Registrant's Name: National Committee for Liberation
of Slovakia

Address:
	

1090 National Press Building
Washington, D. C.

Nationality:
	

Czechoslovakian

Freed*VrittO	

. .

-	 •	 nt	 tr,.?,,..,. ... ii. ""-.A.: -,,.&I , is LIA., ••••-..i...

0.) r‘' • 	 •''	 !,, vat— •rtl. r•,*.% 1)..A.far e....v_i'-',

(Dr' 	 TCH S
PETER A MtJYJC, ..epretary....•- ,

Olt) ANT uASPARIK, in Charge of
Activities •	 .

JOH AJNIC, in charge of li,embership, • .	 •

Name of PrinciDal: Under round Movement of Slcivakia

..Address:	 Somewhere in the mountains of
-Slovakia

Nationality:
	

Slovakian

Business:
	

Ft.eedomMovement

Agency:	 Underground Movement to overthrow
the present Communist government .
in Czechoslovakia.

THE EUROPEAN BACKGROUND OF VOJETCH STEFAN KRAJCOVIC 

The following information was furnished in July 1951;
by - confidential informant T-1, another government agency:
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DV. VOJETCH S. KRAJCOVIC -- •as born February 4, 1914, and
was a minor functionary in Slovakia during world War II. He was
employed in a bank in Slovakia and was in the Institute for Economic
Researc	 t is reported that at one time he was a follower of
FERDIWND	 CANSKY, former Slovakian Minister of Foreign Affairs
who wes s rongly pro-Nazi in 1938 - 1940, and who was listed as a
war criminal by the United Nations War Crime Commission, i,i1L.Tcovic
apparently participated in an effort of certain Slovakian officials
to seek a separate peace with the Allies in 1944-' He was captured
by the Gestapo at Sarajevo, Yugoslavia, and put in a concentration
camp at Mauthausen. After his . liberation from Mauthausen and a very

• brief return to Slovakia, KRAJCOVIC proceeded to Paris and then..
entered the United States in 1947.

PETER P.OklIDAVOK, Executiy.g■ktarglary of tht...§.5.40mk1gn
National_cgtmell_Abgpask, reported the following information to
Special Agent WILLUM H. MAR in April 1951:

Dr. VOJETCH KRAJCOVIC, who was born February 14, 19149
,:q• s prom a family of five brothers and one sister. He attended school
in exatislava, obtaining a Doctor, of Law Degree in 1938. Shortly
thereafter, he studied economics in Londnn, and Political 	 ience
in Paris. In 1939, while attending the Institute for Econ 	 c

. Research in Germany, he became acquainted with 0.(Frofesso 	 GEMAN,
who became his protector.

Upon returning from Germany, KRAJCOVIC became presicrent.
of the National Bank of Slovakia, and although he had no experience

. to qualify him for the position, he became director7of the National
Pank in 1040 through assistance of the Germans. He s later held	 •

. additional positions as assistant in the National Economic Depart-
ment 	 a university, and as director of the Institute for Research
of Economic Cyclea.

PRIDAVOK commented that although KRAJCOVIC had already
built a high career for himself in the Slovakian Republic, his
ambitien to climb higher led later to complete dishonesty and
political intrigue s itivolving collaboration with the Germans. He
further alleged that KRAj	 Vs homosexual tendencies had been	 •
confirmed by a person na 	 LLNAY, who had been personal secretary
to KRAJCOVIC and whom KRAJ	 -had-attempted.to molest.
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VOK also reported that KRAJCOVIC Wass a friend of
tr) FERDINAN -URCANSKY, Minister of_Ybreign_tfIairs
Rep111211L,_and.that.it was decided, b y them in-the sprin g. of 1944
CHia it should be expeditious to establish contact with United
States military authorities. KRAJCOVIC obtained the necessary
documents from DUROPNSEN and also' obtained an automobile from the
Yugoslavian Legation in . Bratislada. He departed for Zogret, .

. Yugoslavia, and was arrested sooM . afterwards in Yugoslavia by the
Gestapo for stealing the automobile and also for impersonatin g a
minister of the Slovakian'Republic.• (I

rcConfidential informant 1%-2,. of known reliability,
advised in June 1951, that according to information supplied.in
Jul ..: 1948 by the Czechoblovakien Ministry of Interior, Dr.' VOJETCH
YRAJCOVIC was born February .4, 1914, in the village of •Klatove

the Eistrict of Topalcany. He. received a " general Fascist"
higher education in —BratislLva. He is very talented, a&oitfous,.
and completed his studies with great , success.

During the existence of the Slovakian State, KRAJCOVIC
Di rector of the Economic Section of the Wovakian „National

• .c	 le of aciVA ntanc	 included	 LUEAC; OTTO
0.SCHOY, (12	 ..LAVASZ ,z..TEHY, en	 ErOVSKY. He was

. a close friend of Dn. FN-DIVAND . URC!!, NLEY, anc at the sap' time,
he maintained clove contacts with the Germans,.and . frecue 	 y
traveled to Berlin where he was associated .with (Err .3., Egv	 AGENANN,
.rector of the Institute for Economic Research. - .

.	 .	 With the end of	 lovakian State, EWCCVIC bean
an 'association with a (Profess 	 POUPET-BACH, and through DURCANSKY,
he procured v bus identifI ation . papera for this man.. 4arowing
a l-, official	 from the.Croation Delegation in Bratislav ..RAJCOVIC,
together with H, LUKPC,.FRASCHOK, and two sisters . na AlLi.,
endeavored t lee. the country.' After FRASCHOK left the group An
Budapest, t e remainder were arrested by the Gestapo in Sarajev •
Territory..

. The fate Of the others was not known; however, KRAJCOVIC
was interned In a concentration camp at Mauthausen. After his
liberation, he returned to Slovalila for a short stay and the . fled
abroad..	 -/	 /

•
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It was further stated that KRAJCOVIC was a homosexual
who gathered about himself several questionable individuals.

EUROPEAN BACKGROUND OF PETER LUKAC

. •	 In June, 1951, confidential informant T-2 furnished
the following informatiOn:

• PA C.
PET	 PLUKAC, glso k'o'n_a..s PETERKO.VAK, was born in

0.ovakia in 1916, as the son of a large land owner, and studiedr
political science and economics at Charles University, Prague,'
having graduated in 1939. (The informant is inclined to dis-
believe these educational claims.)

During World War II, LUKAC was employed in the EcOnomic
Bureau. of the Slovakian Government, which, , according to the informant,
meant that LUKAC was required to support the Slovakian Republic end
thereby, also the German Nazi Government.

LUKAC was arrested by the Croation Police in Sarajevo,
vUgoslavia, and turned over to the Gestapo. He was sent to a
German concentration Camp at Mauthauseni tustria, from where he
was liberated by the American Army.

At the termination of the war, LUKAC returned to
Slovakia for a ' short time, but soon went back to Austria where he
was employed by the Americans. In 1946i he was in Par..ia, and he
arrived in the United States on January 1, 1947,

In 1 c48 and 1949, Linn was in the United States Occupied
Zone of Germany • and*ustria aS a representative of the Displaced
Persons Commission;

According to T-2, LUKAC returned to the United States
in the spring.cf 1949 to avoid an investigation by the United States
Army, CI.C. He soon became associated with Dr. VOJETCH KRAJCOVIC,- •
who is also known as Dr .. PAVELKA.	 •

• . Toward the end of.195O, LUKAC and KRAJOOVIG setup
offices in Washington, D. .C. LUKAC. was also employed by the United
States Army. Later, a riff took place between LUKAC and KRAJCOVIC
for the reason that-KRAJCOVIC.had slandered LUEAC.
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ACTIVITIES OF KRAJCOVIC AND LUKAC IN THE UNITED STATES 

According to PETER hIDAVOK, KRAJC 	 after.IA	 •
• immigrating to the United States, organized th 	 1 _Salvador •
Trading_Company, .0214herIy St New . YOrk_ati; He visited the
larger Slovakian ailOnies fa the	 "tid-Srtates, accompanied by his.Vsecretary, TETER LUKAC, whom he 	 Aile

lilve■duced as an outstanding . com-
• poser and also as chairman of t z. ovakian Emigrant Society, _which
'society PRTDAVOK stated has never existed.

Within a short time,. ERAJCOVIC began to devote his full
time to politics, ingratiating himself with'America	 1 . yaks, and .

..putting pressure upon he Slovaks in exile to become . 441 represen-4,-
tative . and , spokesma	 In this worn he was aided by J .- SCIRANKA, •
also known_as. JOHN	 CIRANKA,• editsom_af,the:_81ovk-v4mer,ike,
a foreign language new aper.

:According to PRIDAVOK, SCIRANKA was sentenced to ten
years imprisonment for defrauding Slovakian Compatriots and served.
three years of the sentence In Sing Sing.

•
PRIDAvOK further reported that in it8 KRAJCOVIC, with •

SCIRAVYA, Collected money for a trip to Europe by recuesting 4100
from each of 100 outstanding Slovaks.• Beginning with KRAJCOVIC t s .
departure to Europe and continuing .after his return, SCTRANn, in
Slovak v Amerike, using lies and deception, conducted a highly .
Intensified propaganda .campaign to create favorable public opinion
for ERAJCOVIC . in the minds of the Slovakian people in thq United •

. States. This was directed towards the end of establishing FRAJCOVIC
as the spokesman of the Slovaks and to thus enable him to make
enormous profits ' in his „collections from the Slovakian people. ••

• PRIVADOK advised that KRAJCOVIC And PEThH LUKAC visited
the Slovaks residing in Displaced Person Camps in Europe where he
promised them a place in the-"Shadow.Government", which KRAJCOVIC.
stated that he wotld organize when invited to do so by the United
States Departments of War and State. Both.KRAJCOVIC and LUKAC told
these people that there was plenty of money in Washington, D. C., which .
they could obtain if they were clever, and that the United States

, Government consulted them on Slovakian matters. PRIDAVOK claimed
L_Ilazt the Slovak League of America, through its president, FILIP
HROBAK,Aisclaimed KRAJCOVIC as a spokesman of the Slovaks, and that
all large Slovakian organIzations and independent newspapers/ hive -
taken a similar position.

7
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He explained that KWICOVIC has surrounded himself with
. approximately ten people and has organized the National Committee • .
for Liberation of Slovakia to exploit whomever he can in the Interest
of his own personal gain.

PRIDAVOK further steted that in KaLJCi;77C t s letters and
.private conversations in 1949, he stated that the United.States State.
Department and War Department requested laglm to organize a Slovakian
Resistance	 :iovement and that he stood for a democratic ;51ovaklan.

- Repuol1c. khiDAVOK also stated.that An 1949 KRAJCOVIC was promising
that he couldsecureUnited States visas for Slovakian . exiles.
PRIDAVO comments that he positively knows . that KR OVIC is not
member Of the White Legion and has nO direction or ntrol over them
despite any claims he . may. make to the contrary.	 ite Legion.
has never 'acknowledged KRAJCOVIC or had anything to do with . him. • •

PRIDAVOK concluded by stating that well-informed
'Slovakian exiles look upon the activities of KRA:JCOVIC as an attempted
ffslancial fraud. He and his group are interested only in what money.
toev can receive from the United States government agencies and from
Slovak Compatriots.. Only one of . approXimately 30 Slovakian news-
papers in the United States has taken an 4 nterest in ERAJCOVIC'end
this newspaper is edited by a convicted felon.

T-1 reported that in April 1948, KRAJCOVIC and LUKAC •
visited the Department of State in an effort to establish continuous

• contact with the political desk. At that time; KRAJCOVIG made an ••'
extragavant•statement concerning wide spread support for himself
amcng Slovakian Americans and Slovakian groups in .Westerh'Europe.•
He also made extregavant statements concerning the strength of the
underground organization in Slovakia. The Department of State did
not encourage further contact end contact was 'not subsequently main-
tained.	 •

This . informant also re ported	 JCOflsu. 2:
by the strongly separatist Slovak iapgqage_newspaper	 v tmerike,.
made an effort Curing 1948 . to capture the backing of the lovakian
League of America•which is a roof organization of . Catholi Slovakian
organizations and other large Catholic.groups. This endea or was ..
not successful. 	 4 •

In Febru
Slovakian separatist
leaders, namely, KAR
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former leader of Slovakian Hlinka Peoples P rty and former Slovakian
Minister to the Vatican from 1939 to 1945,	 a resident of Rome
in 194Q and emerged as head of a reorgani	 loyakian.National

. Council Abroad; which superseded a Slovakian ational Committee in
ondon, headed by PETER PRIDAVOK. DURCANSKY reorganized his exile
ganization, the Slovakian Action Committee, and renamed it the

lovakian Liberation Committee, on March 12, 1949.

These re-allignments in the Slovakian separatis 	 oups
took place at about the same time as the organization of t	 ouncil
of Free Czechoslovakia, in Washingtonk_D,_C,

It is to be noted that KRAJCOVIC, by letter to the •
Un!ted States DepartMent of State, dated March 16, 1949, announced
that the National Committee for the Liberation of Slovakia was in
the process of formation under his leadership. He indicated that
the committee.would be composed of true democratic - Slovaks who had
been persecuted by both the Nazis rid Communists.

KRAJCOVIC spoke of an organization which he referred
to as the "so-called Council for Free Czechoslovakia" and indicated
that he wished to protest against its formation because the Council
for Free Czechoslovakia did not represent the true sentiments of
the majority of the people Of 'Slovakia.

KRAJCOVIC requested that the Secretary of State refer
to NCLS all questions concerning the future liberation of the Slo-
vakian Nation.

T-1 reported that 1RAJCOV1C intervened against granting
a United States visa to SIDOR stating to American authorities that
SIDOR had been pro-Nazi. He also reported that DURCANSKY was pro-
Nazi and that his own organization, the National Committee for the
Liberation of Slovakia,- was the only Slovakian group abroad that
was both anti-Fascist and anti-Communist. . -at was the belief of the
informant that KRAJCOVIC seeks to disclaim other factions so that he
may have a clear field of, operations for himself.

T-1 described KRAJCOVIC as being a man of great personal •
ambition who makes extravagant claims, particularly with respect to
his leadership of underground groups which , on examination, have
very little substance.	 It was stated that the slightest courtesy
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on the• part of United States officials is immediately siezed upon and •
distorted to the personal advantage of KR/JCOVIC. The informant
pointed out that even KRAJC017C. I s alleged Opposition to DURCANSYY
is subject to question since he receives his Principal suPPort in
the United States from ardent supporters of DURCAVSKY, one of which is
the Slovak v fr.lerike group .. . •

T-1 commented that-KRAJCOVIC f s. lack of trustworthiness
and his possible collusion with DURCANSYY ,Ae important factors. wh;ch
would affect an relations with ERAJCOVIC I s organization..

An article appearing in Slovak V Amerike on December 7,
c5C, related that CLS, aided by KRAJCOVIC, had established an •
Lice in.Washington, D. C., was registered with the State Depart-
nt and was the sponsor of a presr agency in New York known as the
Ovak News Syndicate.

• Confidential informant T-3, a government intelligence
agency, furnished the following information in February 1951, which
had been obtained from an individual classified as a former reliable
overseas source of a representative of T-3.

• This source, upoh learniiv that Dr. VOJETCH NRAJCOVIC
had opened an "information office in the Pr r ss Building, Washington,
D.	 an upon hearing that KRAJCOVIC told United States Army
officials that he had connections with partisan groups in Slovakia,
reported that KRAJCOVIC was a "very clever person and a racketeer".
This . source stated that KRAJCOVIC contacted Slovakians' stating that
the Department of Defense had large funds, some of which could be
obtained by the Slovakians through his help. He alleged that KRAJ-
COVIC v s interest in intelligence matters was to obtain money without
.work. The informant believed that it would be better for United
States agencies to avoid relations with KRAJCOVIC pointing out that
Y•RJCOVIC t s . name appears in the homosexual files of the Bratislava
Police. He further stated that KRAJCOVIC fled Bratislava in 1944 to
join TITO and was an associate of one SCIRANKA, a former inmate of
Sing Sing Prison who gives favori4ble publicity to KRAJCOVIC in an
American Slovakian newspaper.

Confidential informaitt T-4, of known reliability, a
representative of another government agency, advised in March 1951
that PETER LUKAC, secretary of th!.. NCLS, claimed that his orzanization

- 10-
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bad some 1600 guerrillas constituting a Slovak underground. Upon
interview by the informant, LURAC gave no information to substantiate
this. claim.

The informant could give no concrete information as
to the source of funds of the. committee which indicated that the
vynup had sold bonds of a small denomination to American Slovaks,

in this manner may have realized some money. The New York news-
pater Slovak v Amerike aided in this bond campaign.

T-4 was of the opinion that NCLS is not a political .
group but is rather a-personal group for the benefit of Dr. VOJETCH
KRPJCOVIC, PETER LUKAC, et al. The informant further related that
unsubstantiated reports have been received indicating that ERAJCOVIC
is a homosexual.

According to . T-4, when'KRAJCOVIC came to the United
States he. gained the conndence of certain Catholic Slovaks and other
Cato11cs in the United States. At	 is time, certain Slovak
elements in the United States desired	 transmit funds to some
Catholic bishops in Europe. KRAJCOVI$ aimed that he could trans-
mit such funds and an individual n.7 .1) 5, 306 East 7tth Streft,
New York City, a. former Slovakbusiress Man, who had wealthy relatives
in Europa, agreed with KRAJCOVIC to have his relatives pay the money
to the Eishop KRAJCOVIC was then to reimburse OLAS. Allegedly,
the relatives of OLAS made the payment to the bishops in Europe,
and church authorities in the United States paid KRAJCOVIC, but
KRAJC07IC has never reimbursed OLAS..

T-4 described LUKAC as a very clever individual with
a lot of brass. Fe stated that LUKAC has Contacted Senator LCLGE
as well as Generq l BEDELL SMITH; of the Central Intelligence Agency,
in an effort to gain recognition of =LS.,

Confidential informant It-5, of known reliability, advised
on April 2, 1q51, that KRAJCOVIC is known in Slovakia as. a homo-
sexual. T-5 verified this information through several individuals
Including two priests. When T-5 confronted La/it with this rumor,.
LUKAC admitted that he was a "bed fellow of Dr. KRAJCOVIC".

When KRAJCOVIC first came to the United States, he
requested financial aid.from T-5. Two months later, be was,driVing
a Cadillac convertible and traveled to California conducting a
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fund raising campaign among the Slovakian American people. He tried
to shame the people into giving money.to la organization.

• T-5'further stated that JOHN 	 an official of the
United Mine Workers of America, and a former Assistant, Secretary
of Labor, gave KRAJCOVIC $1,000 to assist in setting up and main-
taining his Washington office.

. • Confidential informant T-3, another government intelli-
gence agency,•furnished the following information on September 27,
1q51:

In March 1951	 Et'lAt Publications Agreed to finance a
plan whereby KRAJCOVIC and LUKAC. were to effect the release of three
Slovak Bishops who were then interned in Bratislava on charges of
treason and espionage. Hearst Publications advanced $25,000, of which
815,500 was placed in custody of a government agency whose cooperation
had been requested.

During the period of negotiations in this regard; ERAJ-
COVIC was relieved of the chairmanship.of National Committee for
Liberation of Slovakia.

This . $15,500 was returned to Hearst Publications on
April 13, 1951, after the government agency declined to cooperate
inasmuch as LUKAC had proven unreliable.

• Hearst Publications had given the remat......ng $9,500 to
- FLUXAC and in discussing this matter with the Hearst Representatives

on April 14, 1951, LUKAC at first claimed that he had given $6,500
of this money to someone in Toronto, Canada, for the purpose of
beginning the necessary arrangements in Slovakia. LUKAC later
stated that he had given this person only $4,800. He refused to
identify the recipient of this money.	 -

On July 9, 1951,ERAJCOVIC statedthat he had once
more become chairman of VMS, And that LUKAC had been forced out
of the committee He stated that he was prepared to obtain the
release of the bishops, and that Hearst Publications would furnish
$8,500 to finance this plan. However, T-3 advised that KRAJCOVIC
was unable to Obtain the necessary cooperation of a government agency
to effect this
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On . July 1/4, 1951, LUKAC stated that he was no longer
associated with NCLS and that he was seeking employnent. He alleged
that ERAJCOVIC is a homosexual and unreliable.

Confidential informant T-6, of known reliability, fur-
rished-information in April 1951 to the. effect that he had seen a .
copy of a contract between the Hearst Publications and the NCLS where-
by Hearst would furnish $25,000 to finance a plan for the liberation of
three bishops interned in Slovakia. $20,000 was,to be used in
Europe and $5,000 was to be used by LUKAC in the United States. In
this regard, pETER LUKAC and JOHN SCIRANEA traveled to Cleveland,
Ohio, and Chicago, Illinois, presumably to coj er with individuals
who are in contact with the underground inkia. One of the
individuals seen by LUKAC and SCIRANEA wase

•t . is noted that . MIKULA is a member of th lovak League
of America. This organization, which is the subject of a separate .
investigation, allegedl y has a fund of $10,000 for the assassination
of certain United States'officials.. •

. The informant continued that on this trip to the mid;-west,
LUKAC had a sizable sum of money, and that LURAC and SCIRANYA were
scheoding to eliminate YRAJCOVIC as a leader of NCLS and institute
themselves as leaders in order tO control the $25,000 provided by
Hearst.PlIblications.

On April 10, 1951, SCIPMA advised the informant that
he was going to Washington, D. C., in Order to force KRAJCOVIC to
consent to' the approval of 'LUKAC . as the leader, of this enterprise.
SCIRAYKA said that he was "peeved" at KRAJCOVIC because KRAJpOVIO
had not told him of the amount of money involved and he admitted
to the informant that his only interest in the venture was, to see
how much of the $25,000 he could acquire.

T-6 'advised on may 11, 1951,.that on April 29,.1954
LUKAC stated that KRAJCOVIC had said he Would stop this operation.
even if he had to send an anonymous letter to the Czechoslovakian
Government to expose the plan.

Confidential informant
March 19, 1951, made available a co
editor of the New York Times by th 
2O1 ..ajk pid,.L4.asrigtor

-7, of known reliability, on
of a letter written to the

ouncil of Free Czechoslovakia,
This letter criticized
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material which had appeared in the Times and which had been favor-
able to ERPJCOVIC. The letter states in part: "It is equally untrue
that KRAJCOVIC commands a resistance movement, a White Legion, in
Slovakia, and his other information about his national committee is
misleading too. KRAJCOVIC, as well as his political patrons, have
no followers in Slovakia, except maybe a few naive souls.

"It is difficult not to write a satire about his
boasting that he Interprets the opinion of One million Americans
of Slovakian descent. According to American statistical data,there are
460 pOr e Slovakian emigrants in the United States. A great majority
o! them died already."

Confidential informant T-8, of known reliability, furnished
information on May 22, 1951, to th, effect that KRAJC0iIIC sublets
office ' space from a Mrs. PAYNE,•Ro • 5, National Press Building,10 
Washington, D. C. (Colon4LAWREN e -uRISWOLD, a commercial represen-
tative for the Arabfan Government, also sublets space in the same
office. The informant advised that LURAC had recently told Mrs. PAYNE
that KRAJCOVIC was no longer connected with the committee and requested
that the lock be changed so that no member of the committee other
than LUKAC would have a key.

-
Colonel GRISWOLD, who understands the Slovakian language,

has overheard some of LUEAC I s telephone conversations and has stated
that LUKAC seems to be putting considerable pressure on Slovakian
people for financial contributions.

The Sat day Evening Post, for December 29, l t;51, carries
an article entitled	 talin i s Trouble With T Underground", by
KRAJCOVIC and SIDNEHALLEP. This article ates the exploits
of Slovakian Underground, particularly of .0/. iberty Legion and
the White Legion. The article is purportedly b sed upon "smuggled
dispatches which have reached headquarters for.the NCLS in Washington"
which committee is described as the "political force behind these
underground legions".

The following items are quoted from the same article:

. 1	 "On March 16, 1949, the National Cmlittee for the

	

Liberation of Slovakia was organized in New York City, and, in 	 _
January 1951, we moved our headquarters to Washington. We work
with the Central Committee-of the Liberty Legion, and, from a political
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standpoint, we guide the work of the fighting underground in
Slovakia.* Ye are the undergrounds listening post in the free
world...."...

Our value to the anti-Communist cause can be
seen in the estimate given me by military experts that it is worth
approximately one hundred million dollars to tie down an enemy
division. In Slovakia, there are four Soviet Divisions....

"Where the Slovakian underground excells, we feel, is
in the extent to which we have planted spies inside the bigAiest
councils of the Communist regime. Agents keep us advised on the
innermost workings of the Russian MVD Secret-Police operations in
Slovakia. We actually have spies in the Office of President
GOTTWALD himself - let him try.to find em if he can. We know the
names of the Czechoslov. an SNB (Seer	 olice).builies who have
tortured the American p oner, WILLIA i TIS, the Associated Press
correspondent, and JOH" ASTA, who was arrested while working for
the United States Consul at Bratislava. One day, we stall see that
these torturers are punished....

"The Liberty Legion has the fastest courier system
of any underground n Europe. It crosses the Slovakian border,
both ways, with impunity. I can get a secret message from
Washington to Bratislava hand-delivered, in one week and receive
a reply, also by courier, in another week."

On November 29, 1951, T-6, of known reliability, made
c-vailable	 copy of an inter-office memorandum of the Curtis
Publishin' mpany dated November 23, 1951. This memorandum states
that a (Mr''	 LUCKEK, Assistant Manager of the New York Dannik, a
Czeehoslovakina paper of 4C years atanding, alleged that KRAJCOVIC is
a swindler and crook whose chief aim is to make money for himself and
that he solo the article t6 the Saturday Evening Post under false
pretenses. VALUCKEK also alleged that KRAJCOVIC is not chairman of
the NCLS and that  there are no sueh organizations as the White
Legion and the Liberty Legion.

The following information has been received from con-
fidential informant T-6, who advised i January 1951, that one
HANK, a Slovakian refugee, was in co ct with and receiving valuable

Europe	
and

ope and in touch with the 	
a	 inUZLIAK, both operating

undergroun movement in Slovakia. LUKAS' I
information from a Dr'. LUKAS 
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and ported to have sold information to the French as
well IL and the Council for Free Czechoslovakia-.
ZENEL and his g . oup are trying to control this source in order to
use it in their contacts with various United States authorities.
KRPJCOvIO'Snd . RANEK wish to convince United States authorities that
they are the representatives of LUKAS and KRUZLIAK and to force
ZENKL out of the picture.

'On April 11, 19514 T-6 advised that the following
persons are 'associated in one way or another with the National.
Commdttee for the Liberation of Slakia:

XRUZLIAK are
as to PETE

..i:4.-OASPARIK;(!lonsign
NAK; (Dr	 Mr..KNETZ4

. Dr. ?API; Mr. RAJNIC;• JOHN SCIRA

:	 On April 28, 1951, T-6 stated that an informal meeting
i	 of the NCLS -which was held on April 12,_1951 . at the Statler Hotel,'.,
i	 New York City, was attended by the . following:	 \
!

•• This meeting discussed the removal of KRAICOVIC from
the	 rmanship and it was concluded that photostatic copies of
,lette	 hich KRAJCOVIC allegedly received in the recent past from

ZALKA were forgeries and that'KRAJCOVIC, by the use of
photosta s had imposed the signature and seal of the bishop on
the false . letters. One of these letter's stated that KRAJCOVIC is
'recognized by the Catholics in Slovakia as the leader of the under-
ground and as the only individual who can liberate Slovakia..

•	
.	 .

It was further stated at this meeting that in contacting
members of the Clergy in the United States, KRAJCOVIC promised to
introduce them to the bishop when he has been liberated and brought
to the United States. He also indicated that because of his influence
In the underground he was in a position to arrange promotion for
them. In this manner, rlpOVIC collected a .considerable amount of
money from the Clergy whio,J, he used for his own purposes. It was
also stated that a eve	 • -PITAN, who was associated with a,parish

;
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somewhere in ' Pennsylvania, had donated so much money to KRAJCOVIC.
on the basis of these letters that the .parish ',1ad gone into bank-
ruptcy. KIMICOVIC has also used these letters in his contacts with'.
various United States government agencies as a means of proof that
he is the recognized leader of the Slovakian underground.

PAUL RAZIMIR told the committee at this meeting that he
had in'his possession a wire recording of a conversation between
KRAJCOVIC and . LUYAC which definitely proves that KRAJCOVIC is. homo-

KAZIMIR- stated that he Intended to turn this recording
Over to the Department of Justice..

• :Since KRAJCOVIC. had been forced to resign, the committee
did not have a chairman at this . time,'and intended to submit an
amended registration statement. On May 11, 1951, T-6 stated that
RAJNIC, an official of the committee, had recently received a letter
from KRAJCOVIC in which it was stated that KRAJCOVIC is in a position
to obtain a $10 9 CCC position with the Secret Service for RAJNTC. but •
that RAJNIC must first furnish KRAJCOVIC . a letter approving that KRAJ-
COVIC be returned to the position of chairman of the committee.
KRAJCOVIC also stated that it would be necessary for RAJNIC to
pay KRAJCOVIC 15 to 25 per cent of his salary. The informant stated
that RAJNIC gave this letter to LUKAC who Claimed that he turned it
over to the Department of Justice in Washini;t6n.

On Apri l 29, 1951, T-6 advised that 	 committee was
attempting to make arrangements to bring a @eneRECH AVSKY from
Canada to the United States to 'become chairman of the National Com-
mittee for liberation of Slovakia.

On June 22, 1951, T-6 stated that JOSE LNAR had been
in Washington for' about one month 'working with PETER LUKAC for the -
NCLS. T-6 stated on . July 6, 1951, that meetings- of the Executive
Committee. of NCLS he i	 July 3 and . JulY:4,. 1951, were attended
by JOSEPH MOLNAR;	 ENHALLOW, and JOHN RAJNIC. . The purpose of
the meeting was to 	 s 'er charges brought against PETER LUKAC to	 .
the effect that he misap ropriated funds, misrepresented himself, and
was guilty of general cOnduct. LUKAC was . relieved of the chairmanship
and JOHN RAJNIC was appointed temporary chairman- • KRAJCOVIC was
reinstated as president. T-6 also said that he has reason to believe
that PETER LUKAC uses narcotics. On several oc casions he,has seen
LUYAC go to the bathroom with a special ippon and powders. When he
returned a definite change had taken place in LUKAC in' that his eyes

• //

""" ,
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sparkled and that he seemed very "peppy". T-6 believes that LUKAC
obtains drugs from Mrs. PENHALLOW i also known as Hiss WESTON, 84 Elm
Street, Holliston, Massachusetts. He added that whenever LUKAC did
'not have the powders and liquids he would feverishly try to contact
Mrs. PENHALLOW three and four _times a-day. On October 30, 1951, T-6-
advised that KRAJCOVIC had assumed complete personal control over all
affairs of NpLs. He further stated that KPAJCOVIC had obtained,
through the Czechoslovak underground, certain military information
relating to the Czechoslovakian Army, and•that he is attempting to
sell this information to some agencies of the United StE.tes Govern-.
ment. T-6 is under the impression that KRAJCOVIC has made some
arrangement to turn this information 'over to United StatesArmy
authorities in return for an undisclosed sum of money. T-6 added that....,;
KRAJCOVIC continues to claim that he is in contact with the War
Department, the State Department, and various newspapers. KRAJCOVIC	 1
has obtained permission to bring some 15 political-refugees into
the United States for a special meeting. T-6 had no farther details
except that they will come from Austria and Germany. The.informant
states that KRAJCOVIC prepared a letter to the Slovakian underground
instructing that no införmation should be given •United States autho-
rities abroad, but that all information should be routed to KRAJCOVIC. .
The informant inferred that KRAJCOVIC will then use the information
as best suits his personal interest, indicating that . he will attempt
to sell it. On November 28, 1951, T-6 stated that. KRAJCOVIC had
offered JOSEPH MOLNAR a position as head of the intelligence section
of NCLS and stated that as such, MOLNAR would have access to infor-
mation from the following sources:

1. Czechoslovak Embassy in France,. the informant'
being the First or Second Secretary of the Embassy
and . a contact of KRAJCOVIC. This informant would
also be able to obtain information from Czechoslovak
diplomatic establishMents in BE-lgium, LuxembUrg,
and possibly *Holland. '

•
2. Czechoslovak EMbassy in Switzerland. Information

from this source allegedly can be obtained from
a contact of KRAJCOVIC in the embassy..

	

.	 Office of Czechoslovak Consulate General in Norway.
This information would be obtained through an employee
of the Consulate General who has custody of all 	 -
keys' and safe combinations at the Consulate. In
addition, this employee can obtain information from
the Czechoslovak Embassy in SWeden.
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Underground Movement in Czechoslovakia. This source
allegedly furnishes information "from the files
of any government agency, inside Czechoslovakia".

Czechoslovakian Delegation to the United Nations .in
New York. This information would be available through
contacts of KRAJCOVIC..

1-6 stated that he did not trust KRAJCOVIC'as he is
seeking a personal gain.*

In January 1051, T-6 stai.ed that KRAJCOVIC had a ha::.:t

	

of fabricating	 "facts" ' concerning himself:and .was.also vorking
on a acheme.to get money.- KRAJCOVIC was interviewed at his request
by Special Agents LANDON L. McDOWELL and JOHN T. MINNICH on
December 13, 19510- At that time, KRAJCOVIC advised that there were
seven sources of infOrmation which would be available to him and
that such sources could- provide intelligence information which Would
be of greet value to various agencies of the United States. These
sources of information and the comments concerning them by Dr.
KRAJCOVIC are as follows:

	

1,	 z choslovak Delei7N on to the United Nations.
'York -KA et TIC states that two individuals

whose last names :- - -4PEUTELBAUM ell' 0 L are Czechoslovakian.	 .
Nationals employ .d by the Czechoslovak Delegation to the United-
Nations at New York, who are, in his opinion ., desirous of ter-
minating their employment and remaining in. the United States.
KRAJCOVIC claims that these persons are better known to another
individual in Washington, D. C.i-Whom he did not name and that he
desired the full name and address of these persons in order that
they might be contacted in New York, by this un-named individual
in Washington sometime during the Christmas holidays.

20 Employee of the Czechoslovak Embassy in Washington,
D. C. - YRAJCOVIC claimed that the person who

was an employee at the Czechoslovak Embassy.in Washington, D. C.,
was now no longer employed there and named this individual as
SAMUELlikRISTOFIK: The Bureau will' , recall that SAMUEL KRISTOFIK,
a former butler at the home of former Ambassador OUTRATA, defected
many months ago and after his defection as interviewed by Bureau Agents.
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3, Czechoslovak Embassy in Norway - KRAJCOVIC claims
here that an individual who is opposed to the Communist Govern-
merit or Czechoslovakia, and 5.8 of the same political thinking
as KRAJCOVIC, is in position to furnish ' information from
dinlomatic establishments within Norway. This person is reported
to have the Embassy keys, safe combination, and codes in his
custody..

./4.	 Czechoslovak Embassy at Paris, France 7 KRAJCOVIC
stated thgt.the individual who will furnish information from	 •

' inside the Czechoslovak Embassy in P ris is the confidential 
sectary to the S_zech.oslovakian	 AA.d..9.1:11.24r,is and that
this individ 4/1 s name is "tliANTIS	 IUVONC. He further added .
that:DUVO	 ill cooperate-with_any-Amerlonn Gomaatent
providiniC1r0VIC provides a . letter of introduction for this
official to DUVONC. f- 	 r'	 -

. .	 5.. Czechoslovak Embassy in Italy.- KRAJCOV1C states
that the source of information here is an attache of the Embassy
and a . personal friend of the un-named individual in Washington -
who would contact DEUTELEAUM and LOEBL at the United Nations
in New York.

6. Czechoslovak Bmbassy in Switzerland - KRAJCOVIC
stated that here the soUrce within the Embassy is known to
another individual and that he would have to obtain information

•	 through this individual.

7. Underground Movement in Czechoslovakia - KRAJCOVIC
stated that of the above listed sources of information, his
most productive source would be the Underground Movement in
Czechoslovakia, and that from this Underground Movement, which
consists in some instances of high government functionaries,
information of great importance :can be obtained from various
Czechoslov .akian Government Agencies.

Dr. KRAJCOVIC asked if the FBI would be interested in
receiving information. from these sources and was told that the .

.Bureau would receive information which would be provided to
:It and that if it Was not of direct interest to the Bureau, would
channel such information to the proper government agency.

KRAJCOITIC edvised that the information 	 eived from
the sources in EUrope would be received from STE 	 LUKATS, re-

/	 siding in Bavaria; United States Zone,.Germany,.but hat in order
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.	 .
to carry this out,-LUKAPS would'requird.expenfie money, cameras,
•couriers, and technical 'assistance.

It is noted he'rehat a . check-of the employees of the
Czechoslovakian Delegation to the Unitsd:Natiorm-and the United
Nations telephone directory fails, to reflect any individuals by

• the names Of. DEUTELBAUM and LOEBL.
1


